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Introduction
StripperCoin was first minted April 4/4/2021 - it started as a hilarious idea
between coworkers in an IT office based around what they saw as
absurdities in crypto, and after a conversation with the spouse solidified in
to an idea called StripperCoin- where in a pandemic-ridden world,
strippers could still safely, and non-degradingly receive funds from a
client. Although it was a joke at its inception - StripperCoin now exists in
the world as a real token. Real people in the world own it aside from the
creator. Sometimes the best way to see if something comes to fruition is to
release it to the world and see what reflects back.
Well, since we’ve started to see Cardano pick up some steam with
exchanges coming online, and our faucet getting some hits that we would
finally release our very own PastyPaper, and tell the world our vision for
this coin. Is it a memecoin? Yes. Can it become more? Yes - and we’ll
outline how it could function below.
We make no promise of future value, or development beyond this
pastypaper. If there is interest beyond the faucet we’re open to seeing
where this can be taken. See our Contact Us area for how to reach out.

Tech Bits
Since Cardano is the underlying technology - there really isn’t much to the
tech bits. Cardano is building the rails of the future financial system, and
we want to be on board the train with Hoskinson. Hopefully he’ll come to
our train car for a little dance. ON THE HOUSE HOSK!
If you're here, you probably already know about Cardano… and you can
skip to the next section. For the uninitiated… Cardano is a Proof of Stake
blockchain where the validators on the chain are not miners, but stake
pool operators. These Stake Pool Operators run nodes which validate and
confirm every transaction on the blockchain. It is much more energy
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efficient than other crypto currencies like BitCoin and Etherium. The
overall vision of the Cardano founder, Charles Hoskinson is to change the
world. We’re with him on that journey!

Tokenomics
When StripperCoin was first minted in April, 2021 - only 15 million were
created. 100% of them were in the creator’s wallet. Since then, the total
supply has grown to 69 million, and the original creator only retains 8% of
the total supply.

8% - StripperCoin Creator
Will never dump on the community, and will only cash out coins to further
StripperCoin’s goals. Most of this will be used for promotion and for further
development.
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3% - StripperCoin Ambassadors
Carved out early in the life of StripperCoin, it was given to a trusted ambassadors who
will use the reserves to further the future of StripperCoin.

4% - Developers
Given to the developer at launch of fountain

80% - Public Token Distribution
Available at strippercoin.io

There are only 69,000,000 StripperCoin in existence. The policy is locked
so no more will EVER be minted or burned.

How does StripperCoin work?
We envision that StripperCoin could eventually work as a touchless, clean
and non-degrading alternative to strip club money. Those who are familiar
will know, many strip clubs force you to buy a stash of their in-house
money to give to the girls as payment. Even if it’s real cash, money is often
folded in degrading ways and flung at women dancing. We envision that
StripperCoin could be the new form of the in-house money. Patrons could
pay with the tap, or shake of a digital wallet. Partnered strip clubs could
utilize StripperCoin and be listed in the StripperCoin app and on the
website, and patrons could pay using an app on their phone, or their
wallet, to a designated stripper using a QR code, or other
pre-programmed methods. Yes, we even have a vision for the metaverse.
We also foresee partnerships with cam sites and porn sites in the future.

How much of this exists now?
Since StripperCoin was minted light heartedly, and the faucet opened
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quietly - only the idea and 69 million tokens exist right now. In the crypto
space, an idea can become something big overnight - so we’re along for
the ride on this wild rollercoaster. If you want to work with us, or take this
to new places - reach out to us!

Contact us
support@strippercoin.io
Twitter.com/StripperCoin

